THANK YOU
TO OUR 2016 DONORS

From the roads you travel on, to the pipes that deliver clean drinking water, and rails that move goods from coast to coast, civil engineers are involved.

Thank you to the ASCE Foundation donors who are helping to make our communities stronger and safer places to live and work by supporting civil engineering.
Dear Friends and Colleagues,

On behalf of the ASCE Foundation Board, Council of Trustees, and staff, thank you for your support and continued interest in the efforts to create change in our communities. The ASCE Foundation’s 2016 Annual Report details how you helped support and advance our profession last year and celebrates your generosity.

Your gifts enabled the ASCE Foundation to provide a $1.6 million grant – our largest ever – to support initiatives above and beyond what is possible with ASCE dues alone! Your dollars have been hard at work funding ASCE’s strategic initiatives and projects, including programs within three focus areas: Lifelong Learning, Leadership, and Sustainable Infrastructure.

Each and every gift to the Foundation makes a difference, and pays it forward to future generations of civil engineers and supports current practitioners, as well. I hope this report demonstrates how your gifts have created the greatest possible impact.

I would like to personally thank each of you for your generosity and leadership within the profession. Thank you for creating change through your support of the ASCE Foundation.

Sincerely,

Jon Magnusson, P.E., S.E., F.SEI, Dist.M.ASCE
President
MISSION

The ASCE Foundation provides support for ASCE programs that enhance quality of life, promote the profession, advance technical practices, and prepare civil engineers for tomorrow. The Foundation seeks to help build a stronger civil engineering profession to meet tomorrow’s national and global challenges.
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In 2016, the Foundation continued to support many sustainable infrastructure programs, and sustainability continued to be a major topic of discussion for both global and local communities. The ASCE Committee on Sustainability hosted the 2016 Sustainability Summit with interdisciplinary leaders meeting to create the ASCE Roadmap for Sustainable Infrastructure. This report includes top priorities in the areas of capacity building, standards development, and advocacy.

Sustainability programs also introduced two new continuing education courses, Life Cycle Assessment and Water Resources, that are developing a body of knowledge for sustainable civil engineering practice, “Engineering for Sustainable Communities,” publishing in 2017.
Members of the 1852 Society are individuals whose extraordinary generosity to the ASCE Foundation totals $100,000 or more during their lifetimes. The 1852 Society is named after the year ASCE was established, paying homage to ASCE’s impressive history and tradition of achievements.
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**FOUNDERS**

Founders demonstrate their dedication to supporting the civil engineering profession through an impact gift of $20,000, or more, that is above and beyond their annual giving. Founders’ gifts may be unrestricted, or may benefit a vital ASCE program that is important to them.
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**JAMES LAURIE VISIONARY CIRCLE**

Named after the co-founder and first president of ASCE, the James Laurie Visionary Circle represents our most dedicated annual supporters. Each member has made an initial gift of $5,000, and committed to an annual gift of $1,000 or more each year.
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**SUSTAINERS CIRCLE**

Sustainers Circle members contribute monthly, recurring gifts to the ASCE Foundation to maximize the value of their gifts through an easy, automated process.
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**LEGACY SOCIETY**

Those who support the Foundation with a legacy gift in their estate plans beyond their lifetime.
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Lifelong learning is an essential component of any civil engineer’s career development, starting from elementary school and continuing through college graduation. In 2016, ASCE’s high school Civil Engineering Clubs launched their first national contest, with the Lone Peak High School team in Utah emerging as the winner.

ASCE undergraduate student chapters continued to grow in 2016 with 341 chapters serving 41,469 students, a 13% increase since 2013. More than 1,000 Students and Younger Members convened throughout the regions to develop personal leadership skills and engage in networking opportunities.

Many of the students are involved in competing at the National Concrete Canoe Competition and National Student Steel Bridge Competition. These programs are changing the lives of students by teaching real world engineering, teamwork, and leadership skills that are vital to their long-term success as practicing civil engineers. In 2016, L’école de technologie supérieure from Montreal, Canada, won both competitions. Foundation funding supports many of these important programs to ensure that they continue to be available to ASCE members.
Our loyalty giving circle honors donors who have been consistent annual supporters of the ASCE Foundation for five or more consecutive years.
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**Annual Leadership Giving**

Those who contribute $100 or more annually to the ASCE Foundation become Leadership Giving members.
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In 2016, three engineering sites were declared historical landmarks by ASCE: Arrowrock Dam (National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark), The Lighthouse at Cape Agulhas (International Historic Civil Engineering Landmark) and the Canal du Midi in France. The Foundation is proud to be able to support ASCE’s History and Heritage activities.

The dedication ceremony for the lighthouse at Cape Agulhas in South Africa took place during the Presidential global outreach trip on May 14.

Sections and Regions celebrated throughout the year with support from the Foundation, with centennials celebrations by Illinois, Michigan, National Capital, and Utah Sections. All received Foundation grants to promote the celebration through galas, outreach, activities, and more, within their Section.
Diversity and inclusion remains a priority of ASCE and the ASCE Foundation. In partnership with other engineering organizations, ASCE continues to engage practicing engineers together with civil engineering students from universities and colleges across the country to encourage more diversity and inclusion within the profession.

ASCE’s Section and Branch Diversity Award also underscores ASCE’s commitment to diversity and inclusion at the local level. Seven ASCE Sections and Branches received Diversity Awards in 2016, demonstrating excellence in supporting equal opportunity for participation of people within civil engineering regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, age, sexual orientation, nationality, or physical challenges.
Donor Continued
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MEMORIALS

In Memory of

Contributed by
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Rosetta Cannaizzo
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Prof. Roger Flanders
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James S. Kilowski
Ronald M. Kilowski+
Paul Joseph Lalonde
William T. Wambach+
Donald R. Lirley
Sean P. Merrill
Ray Lindsey
Elizabeth L. Geilin, Elizabeth Lahman, Margaret Mangan, Dorothy Martin-Stewart, Bus Schageman, and Rosemary Wolf
Charles F. Nutting
Frederic N. Corey+
Constantinos S. Papacostas
Tony C. Lau
Jim Poiriot
Robert E. Pailthorp
Barbara A. Pries
Donald A. Prie
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James (Tom) Sawyer
Kathy J. Caldwell & Ronald A. Cook, and Luther W. Graef+
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Luther W. Graef+
R.W. Schropp
Beth Wiley
John H. Siegel
Jeanne P. Siegel
Ernest T. Smerdon
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David Vann
Jeffrey D. Vann+
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Edwin G. Burdette
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Robert C. White
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Patricia Wilki
Donald A. Wilki+
Nai C. Yang
George F. Vittas
Y. C. Yang
Chinese Cultural Association of Bay Area, CIE/USA National Council, CIE/USA DallasFort Worth Chapter, CIE/USA OCEESA, CIE/USA San Francisco Bay Area Chapter, Committee of 100, Charles Hung, Kirk Yang Revocable Trust, Jui-Chi Ko, Andy Kung, Mrs. Margaret Lin, Lewis Loh, Los Angeles Temple, Northern California Jiaoda Alumi Association, Charles C. Tai, The Loh Living Trust, Dr. & Mrs. Walter W. Wei+, Connie Wu, Y. Eric Cho Trust, Lusann Yang+, Paul Yang+, Ray Yang+, The Loh Living Trust, Dr. & Mrs. Walter W. Wei+, Connie Wu, Y. Eric Cho Trust, Lusann Yang+, Paul Yang+, Ray Yang+, Mrs. Wang Yau Hsiuh Hwai, Eugene M. Zwoyer+

The ASCE Foundation has made every effort to ensure that the information contained in this annual report is accurate. If you were a donor to the ASCE Foundation in 2016 and your name has been misspelled, listed incorrectly, or mistakenly omitted, we apologize and hope that you will contact us at (703) 295-6342.
WAYS TO GIVE

Make a one-time gift at www.ascefoundation.org, or write in a gift in Step 2 of your ASCE membership renewal form.

Text CIVIL to 20222 to support vital ASCE programs with your $10 gift to the ASCE Foundation.*

Join the Sustainers Circle with a monthly recurring gift from a credit card or bank account. Visit www.ascefoundation.org/sustainers.

CONTACT US

ASCE Foundation
1801 Alexander Bell Drive,
Reston, VA 20191
Phone: (703) 295-6342
Email: ascefoundation@asce.org
www.ascefoundation.org

* A donation of $10.00 will be added to your mobile phone bill or deducted from your prepaid balance. In addition to your $10.00 donation, standard text messaging and/or data rates may apply. All donations must be authorized by the account holder. Please contact your wireless operator for additional information. All charges are billed by and payable to your wireless operator.